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Russian romance tours are ideal for men who have failed to get love through mail exchange. It is somewhat impossible to fall in love with an
anonymous person by simply exchanging emails. The best way to build a relationship is to meet the other person physically. This is the main reason
why matchmaking agencies in Russia are continually gaining popularity. These companies offer a wide array of package tours to various parts of the
country. While some of the companies organise tours within the ex-soviet republics, there are others that plan other cities in the country.
The prices for this service vary depending on the package chosen and the quality of service rendered. The main objective of these romance tours is to
obtain many encounters in the shortest time possible. Basically, there are two types of tours in use today, the individual and group tours. Group tours
are characterized by many participants. Under normal circumstances, the ratio of
men to women in this case is about one to ten. The agency selects many women who are possible matches to the profiles of the man. These ladies are
then presented to the man to choose. The men are invited to meet as many women as they want during informal cocktail parties that are organized by
the agencies.

Generally, these tours are held in restaurants, bars and small cafes where other people are excluded. During the process, there are about ten to twelve
interpreters to translate if necessary. The availability of an interpreter in the process speeds up the process and eliminates any language barrier that
may arise. Since these Russian women are ready to be interviewed, the men
find it easy to approach and talk to any of them. Again, there is no fear of rejection since all the women are there to talk to you.
After talking to any woman for about fifteen minutes, you should be able to tell whether she is the type of person you are looking for or not. If by any
chance you do not want to have someone looking at you or taking your pictures, you can talk to the agency to provide the privacy you need. Individual
tours are somewhat similar to the group tours. However, the latter differ from group tours in that the man is more flexible to choose the place for the
date. In this type of tours the man is allowed to have private meetings with the shortlisted women from Russia but there is a time limit for each
meeting.
After you have made your selection, the agency will explain the situation to the other women in a professional way. Individual tours are more
expensive as compared to group tours, however, in the individual tours; the man is given more attention by the agency than in group tours. If you
choose the individual tour, you will also get more privacy with the women and the women will
also accord you more attention. For busy people, Russian romance tours are the best solution to getting the best match.
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